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GENERAL INDUSTRY

The equipment used in industrial environments 
needs to be flexible and robust. Due to the many 
different work situations, the height worker must 
use equipment that is lightweight and easy to use 
in various applications and structures.

GENERAL  
INDUSTRY

COURSES WE RECOMMEND

 # Fall Protection Basic Course
 # Rescue Basic
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FUSION PRO
Harness 1128

012200171 S/M

012200173 L/XL

012200174 XXL

WORKER SERVICE
Fall Arrest Kit   

012220031 2 m dubbel lina

ARMUR SINGLE-H
SRL W2H

ARMUR+ SINGLE-S
SRL C10H  

SIMO+ S
Work Positioning Lanyard 2370   

012204211 2 m
012212207 2 m

012212260 10 m

ENERGY TWIN-FLEX H
Fall Arrest Lanyard 1302-TF

012203105 1.9 m

The kit includes a Worker Base harness, a 2 meters double fall arrest 
lanyard and an anchor sling, all packed in a practical bag.

Fusion Pro is the first of our Fusion harnesses which is tested and 
approved for support and positioning without a belt.

Support lanyard with soft one handed-adjusting grip and certified for 
both positioning and fall arrest.

The Armur Single-H is one of the smallest and lightest self retractable 
lanyard on the market with scaffold hook. The self retractable lanyard 
is approved for horizontal use.

Armur + Single-S is a self retractable lanyard with galvanized steel 
wires that is approved for both vertical and horizontal use, making it 
suitable for work on roofs and in industries.

Energy Twin-Flex is a double fall arrest lanyard with flexible web-
bing for work in, for example, scaffolding, mobile platforms and 
industries.
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R-ALF is a rescue equipment with lifting and automatic locking func-
tion. The device have a mechanical advantage of 5:1 which reduces 
the applied force for lifting or lowering the person or load. R-ALF 5:1 
is approved for loads up to 250kg and is suitable for rescue work, 
confined space and even positioning work.

An innovative premium harness for maximum comfort and universal 
use in tough environments such as offshore industries. The design of 
the harness makes it suitable for work environments where the user 
does not want to feel restricted, but all-day safe in their workplace.

DB-A1 is a tripod from IKAR made from aluminium with corrosion 
resistant coating and its adjustable square section legs have been 
designed for mobile use in conjunction with the HRA Rescue Device 
and/or winches. The tripod is robust and have a load carrying  
capacity of maximum 2 persons.

Seat 6704 is a sit board with an aluminium core and adjustable 
straps. The equipment is well suited for you who are going to hang 
on a rope for a longer period of time when working in, for example, 
confined spaces or during other rope access work.

More colours on our website

CONFINED SPACES

TRIPOD DB-A1
Tripod

FUSION PRO+ 
Harness 1129

R-ALF 
Rescue Equipment    

SEAT 6704
Seat for harness

012280004 DB-A1

012280012 HRA Bracket for tripod DB-A1

012210076 HRA (SRL / rescue winch)

012230296 One-Size
012231101 20m

012200441 S/M

012200442 L/XL

012200443 XXL
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RESCUE AND  
EVACUATION

ED PRO X BASIC
Evacuation Equipment

RED PRO X BASIC
Rescue and Evacuation Equipment

The RPX can handle most rescue scenarios in various industries and 
extreme environments, from evacuation from high heights, lifting 
from deep shafts to advanced rescues, the height worker can feel 
confident that the equipment performance is verified.

EPX is a intuitive and easy to use evacuation device for a applications 
within most areas. With a construction that ensures function at long 
and heavy descents and at the same time isolates heat from sensitive 
parts of the device.

Available in different solutions depending on environment and working methods. Contact Cresto Group for more information.

087003111025 25m 087601111025 25m

087601111060 60m

RESCUE

COURSES WE RECOMMEND

 # Rescue Basic
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ANNUAL INSPECTION
A fall protection product needs to undergo an annual inspection at least once 
every 12 months. You can leave your products to a certified competent person or 
Cresto Group, and we will check that they are approved for use.

On our website, you will find information on how and where to send your 
products for annual inspection.

INSPECTOR
With the help of Inspector, our online database, you don’t have to keep track of 
when the annual inspection of your products and fall protection systems is to be 
carried out. Register your products and get reminders before the next examina-
tion. Smart, digital, accessible and safe.

Annual inspection, service and training performed by Cresto Group staff are 
documented in our online inspection database Inspector.




